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Using this guide
Before using this guide, become familiar with the Exinda documentation system.

n "Exinda documentation conventions" on page 2

n "Notes, Tips, Examples, and Cautions" on page 3

Exinda documentation conventions

The Exinda documentation uses the following conventions in the documentation.

Graphical interface conventions

The following is a summary of the conventions used for graphic interfaces such as those in the ExindaWeb
UI and the Central Management Technical Preview UI.

Convention Definition

bold Interface element such as buttons or menus.

For example: Select theEnable checkbox.

Italics Reference to other documents.

For example: Refer to theExinda Application List.

> Separates navigation elements.

For example: Select File > Save.

Command line conventions

The following is a summary of the syntax used for the CLI commands.
(config)# command <user input> keyword {list|of|options|to|select|from} [optional
parameter]
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Convention Definition

monospace text Command line text or file names

<courier italics> Arguments for which you use values appropriate to your
environment.

courier bold Commands and keywords that you enter exactly as
shown.

[x] Enclose an optional keyword or argument.

{x} Enclose a required element, such as a keyword or
argument.

| Separates choices within an optional or required element.

[x {y | z}] Braces and vertical lines (pipes) within square brackets
indicate a required choice within an optional element.

command with many
parameters that
wrap onto two
lines in the
documentation

Underlined CLI commands may wrap on the page, but
should be entered as a single line.

Notes, Tips, Examples, and Cautions

Throughout themanual the following text styles are used to highlight important points:

n Notes include useful features, important issues. They are identified by a light blue background.

Note Note text

n Tips include hints and shortcuts. They are identified by a light blue box.

Tip Tip text

n Examples are presented throughout themanual for deeper understanding of specific concepts.
Examples are identified by a light gray background.

Example

Text

n Cautions and warnings that can cause damage to the device are included when necessary, and are
highlighted in yellow.

Caution Caution text
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Chapter 1: SPAN and Mirror Port
Monitoring
The Exinda appliance can operate out-of-path, or ON-LAN mode, with any hub or switch that supports port
mirroring or SPAN ports.

This topology is used when customers need tomonitor traffic only, without installing the Exinda in-line. The
Exindamonitors and reports on all applications presented on the SPAN/mirror port. This is regularly used to
perform network audits as it provides great flexibility in restricted and complex network environments.

Figure 1: Topology diagram showing how to cable MGMT and Mirror ports for Mirror/SPAN port
monitoring.

To configureMirror/SPAN port monitoring, perform the following tasks:

1. "ConfigureMirror Port Mode" on page 5

2. "EnableMonitoring of Mirror/SPAN Traffic" on page 6

3. "Configure internal subnets as internal network objects" on page 6

After enablingMirror/SPAN monitoring, and the appropriate Internal Network Objects have been defined, the
Exinda appliancemonitors traffic received on theMirror/SPAN receiving port as if it were in-line. The only
exception is the Interface Reports are blank because the Exinda appliance has no concept of packet
direction at the interface level.

Configure Mirror Port Mode
Before enablingMirror/SPAN port monitoring, youmust first configure a switch port to mirror traffic to.
Typically, theWAN port on the core switch is configured tomirror traffic to an unused port, which is cabled to
the Exinda appliance. Alternatively, a network hub can be deployed in-path, and the Exinda appliance can be
cabled directly to the hub (since a hub, by design, mirrors all traffic to all ports).

SPAN and Mirror Port Monitoring
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Any port not enslaved to a bridge or in use for another function, for example Cluster orWCCP, may be used
to receivemirror port or SPAN port traffic.

Enable Monitoring of Mirror/SPAN Traffic
Enablemirror/SPAN port on an interface tomonitor that type of traffic.

1. Click System > Network > IP Address.

2. To use an interface as aMirror port, select theMirror check box.

3. Click Apply Changes.

The selected interface now accepts Mirror/SPAN traffic.

The following commands can be executed from the CLI in order to enable or disable Mirror/SPAN port
monitoring on an interface.

> en

# con t

(config) # mirror interface <inf>

(config) # no mirror interface <inf>

Configure internal subnets as internal network objects
For the Exinda appliance to determine traffic direction, all internal subnets should to be defined as internal
Network Objects. After identifying the subnets as internal network objects, as traffic passes through the
appliance the Exinda appliance determines packet direction based on the following rules:

Rule Result

Packet's source IP matches an Internal
Network Object

AND

Packet's destination IP DOES NOT
match an Internal Network Object

Packet is classified as outbound traffic.

Packet's source IP DOES NOTmatch
an Internal Network Object

AND

Packet's destination IP matches an
Internal Network Object

Packet is classified as inbound traffic.
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Rule Result

Packet's source IP matches an Internal
Network Object

AND

Packet's destination IP matches an
Internal Network Object

Traffic flowing from the lower IP to the
higher IP is classified as outbound traffic.

Traffic flowing from the higher IP to the
lower IP is classified as inbound traffic.

Packet's source IP DOES NOTmatch
an Internal Network Object

AND

Packet's destination IP DOES NOT
match an Internal Network Object

Traffic flowing from the lower IP to the
higher IP is classified as outbound traffic.

Traffic flowing from the higher IP to the
lower IP is classified as inbound traffic.

1. Click Objects > Network.

2. To change a network object to an internal object, click Edit and change the location to Internal.

3. Click Apply Changes.

Monitor Span/Mirror Traffic
OnceMirror/SPAN monitoring is enabled and the appropriate Internal Network Objects have been defined,
the Exinda appliance will monitor traffic received on theMirror/SPAN receiving port as if it were in-line.

The only exception is the Interface Reports will be blank, because the Exinda appliance has no concept of
packet direction at the Interface level.
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